
When Volta was founded in 1996, we originally operated as an IBM Business Partner selling to K-12 School Districts in Kentucky. 
We’ve significantly expanded our partnerships and services throughout the years, but we still represent the benefits of working 
with a small business; a local presence, and responsive services without the machinations of a large bureaucratic corporation. Vol-
ta has been a trusted educational technology partner for 25 years, and we look forward to the opportunity to continue to serve 
our community.
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CISCO SERVER & STORAGE
MA-758-2000000719
Active data demands agile infrastructure built from ongoing 
innovation and delivery. Cisco UCS Storage Servers deliver 
rapid scalability and performance to activate your data and 
insights in real time. Modular architecture lets you right-size 
infrastructure for the workload, and operate with efficien-
cy. Cisco UCS Servers have massive storage capacity, high 
performance, architectural flexibility and are policy-driven for 
unified management.

LENOVO SERVER & STORAGE
MA-758-2000000721
Built for today’s workloads, Lenovo server series were designed 
with low setup costs, reduced complexity, and easy scalability for 
large data centers and small businesses. They offer an improved 
approach to the common server form factor with rack server, 
tower server, blade server, and even more advanced mission criti-
cal server and high-density server options.

INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE
MA-758-2100000527
Volta strengthens the foundation of an organization’s technology 
systems by offering flexible solutions to manage data, compute, 
storage, and networking components within the environment.  
Volta’s Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) business model delivers 
server hardware that is Volta-owned, installed, configured, main-
tained, updated, and supported as an Operating Expense (OPEX). 

CISCO NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
MA-758-2100000651
Whether you need to optimize for access to cloud applica-
tions, a mobile workforce, the Internet of Things (IoT), or 
all three, Cisco Networking solutions are designed for your 
needs. And they scale from the smallest to the largest deploy-
ments.
 

25 years of serving public eductation in Kentucky. 
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